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- Daniel Stenberg: curl 7.76.1 ? h2 works again [3]

  I’m happy to once again present a new curl release to the world. This time we decided to cut the release cycle short and do a quick patch release only two weeks since the previous release. The primary reason was the rather annoying and embarrassing HTTP/2 bug. See below for all the details.

- Daniel Stenberg: talking curl on changelog again [4]

  We have almost a tradition now, me and the duo Jerod and Adam of the Changelog podcast. We talk curl and related stuff every three years. Back in 2015 we started out in episode 153 and we did the second one in episode 299 in 2018.

- Develop a Linux command-line Tool to Track and Plot Covid-19 Stats [5]

  It’s been over a year and we are still fighting with the pandemic at almost every aspect of our life. Thanks to technology, various tools and mechanisms to track Covid-19 related metrics. This introductory-level tutorial discusses developing one such tool at just Linux command-line, from scratch.
We will start with introducing the most important parts of the tool - the APIs and the commands. We will be using 2 APIs for our tool - COVID19 API and Quickchart API and 2 key commands - curl and jq. In simple terms, curl command is used for data transfer and jq command to process JSON data.
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